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With The Development Of Technology, Efforts Are Made To Sell And Trade The Moon In A Digital Virtual Space By Digitizing The Actual Physical Environment and 

the Aimed To Make The Dreams Of People Who Longed For The Moon Come True, Rather Than Profit,  Milky Way Galaxy “Another Universe” Allows Users To Buy, 

Sell And Own All The Fantasy Spaces That Geographically Exist On Earth.

The Virtual World Has Rapidly Approached The Human Race In A Non-Face-To-Face Era Accelerated By Technological Advances And The Corona Pandemic. It Is A 

Very Mysterious And Interesting Space Full Of New Tasks And Challenges For People To Explore. In The Future, Humans Will Live In This Real World And Numerous 

Virtual Worlds. And Investment In The Virtual World Will Appear In A Completely Different Form.

The Goal Of The “Another Universe” Project Is To Create A Metaverse Platform That Will Protect Digitalized NFT Assets Stimulating Real Planets Existing In The 

Universe By Decentralizing Them. Also, It Is Expected To Be A Safe And Explicit Place For Traders.

We Seriously Looked Into The Difficulty Of Implementing A True Metaverse In A Centralized Way. In The Early Stage Of The Market, The Metaverse Led By 

Centralized Companies May Gain Strength. However, The Data And Digital Assets That Are Continuously Generated Within Them Cannot Be Traded And 

Maintained In A Safe And Sustainable Environment. In The End, The Most Reasonable And Realistic Alternative Would Be To Move Away From The Centralized 

Method And Go To A Decentralized One That Operates Autonomously In Small, Distributed Units. The Technology Making This Possible Is Blockchain NFT.

“Another Universe” Is A Decentralized Virtual Space Digitally Reproduced Based On An Actual Astronomical Map, And An Ecosystem Without Intermediaries, 

Allowing You To Own, Purchase, And Sell The NFT Planets.

ABSTRACT



Another Universe is a metaverse that digitally replicates real planets on astronomical maps, allowing users to select and own virtual stars, then design buildings, 

roads according to their desire and purpose, and grow stars through exchanges and cooperation with other stars' owners.

Like a role game, you can grow your own stars and avatars through resource mining and various missions, go to distant space, explore new planets, and explore 

unknown planets. Through an autonomous space community, you can manage a real socio-cultural and economic life.

GOALS
Based on blockchain NFT technology in our metaverse environment, a 

mix of reality and virtual, anyone can easily own digitized NFT assets 

created based on the idea of planets and space environments exist in 

the actual universe. Through this, other digital assets continue to be 

produced and traded. In short, our goal is to create a virtual universe 

where all users will be well aware of living and experiencing social, 

cultural, and economic activities. 

VISION
Milky Way Galaxy “Another Universe” is a service that creates an 

autonomous market for users and allows them to expand the 

environment by themselves or through cooperation. This independent 

expansion is expected to increase in value over time based on new 

revenue potential, including numerous content production and 

occupations.

SUMMARY



INTRODUCTION OF 

ANOTHER UNIVERSE



Introduction

Another Universe is an inversion of virtual reality and physical 

reality. In this hyper-virtual universe, users have the right to own 

digital assets, planets, and build various structures and amenities 

on their own stars. Through exchange and cooperation with other 

star owners, you can promote your own stars and make them more 

sparkling. Besides, you can travel to space to collect resources of 

other stars and participate in social, cultural and economic 

activities. In short, this is a metaverse project that allows users to 

expand their own planet and space ecosystems.



Which star do you like?

I picked up my smartphone, went to Another Universe app's Starmap, and saw countless stars in 

the night sky. Not long ago I bought a wonderful star called 'Procyon' that exists beyond the solar 

system for just $1 here.

Buy what? When I first heard that Another Universe would sell stars, I thought it was a great idea 

and found it interesting. It made me imagine all sorts of things, and instantly pick a star and create 

my own planet Procyon. Even though it's a virtual space, when I turn on my phone, I look up the 

stars I bought and see my name appear on the star map. It feels strange, that star is my star.

I thought this would also be a great gift for my girlfriend, so I looked for a beautiful star to give her.

Great. That's it!

The brightest shining star near my star. I will buy her this.

 

Another Universe sells all the stars in space beyond Earth. It is completely different from the old 

way of selling the moon. More than feeling emotionally possessive, it is a star that can exist 

indefinitely in a super metaverse that is digitally reproduced in conjunction with reality.

But, Another Universe is different from the existing metaverses in that it can continue to extend its 

power to the distant universe according to the intention and intent of the user based on the 

context of this vast universe and not must be Earth. In particular, Another Universe uses an AR 

method that allows connecting more VR devices so that users can enjoy a more realistic and 

three-dimensional service.

A story about a digital universe 
combined with reality…



★ Through the Edit Function, star owners can design stars as they want by constructing buildings, cities, and roads with different purposes and 

characteristics.

★ You can communicate with your friends through the vivid 3D feature, and you can also display, sell or create your own NFT. Sometimes you might host 

a party or an exhibition or a workshop for your business.

★ In addition, creatures exist everywhere in the universe. So you can find, catch and ask for their help to quickly collect more cosmic resources. These 

resources can be used to build cities, upgrade stars, or convert to property value.

★ Another Universe has many of the same fun elements as role-playing games, where you build your own stars and avatars, much like the sci-fi movie 

'Star Wars'.

★ Through resource mining with creatures, space travel, and the discovery of new planets with teleportation, you can pioneer and then expand your 

territory.

★ During the expeditions, you will sometimes encounter good or bad alien civilizations, interact with or against them to protect the universe and get 

different rewards such as planets, space resources…

★ Of course, you can also sell your planet or trade the aliens you own with those in need.

★ Not only that, but star owners can also expect YouTube-like ad revenue. The higher the star value, the more common the planet, the more distinctive 

the brightness and color. Thereby, advertisers can place ads on that star and its owner can earn steady revenue from advertising.

★ In Another Universe to expand and benefit from planets, it is more beneficial for planet owners to develop together with other planet owners or in 

groups than to develop independently. Therefore, a user community structure is inevitably formed, this is called the spatial community.



★ Famous companies and franchises around the world will be able to effectively build and promote their products by purchasing their planet's name with 

NFT keywords.

★ For example, companies like Apple, Samsung, Mercedes-Benz, Coca-Cola, Louis Vuitton, and McDonald's can create galleries, organize events and 

specials to share close and real communication with more users who want to experience the brand.

★ Whenever a new product is released, visitors can access anytime, anywhere, experience the brand with cutting-edge AR, VR and XR technologies, and 

even buy now. In addition, users can directly participate in fun events that can enhance the value of the brand.

★ Of course, the entertainment sector will also become a Neverland of world-class stars. By creating a great space to interact more realistically with fans 

in 3D, and you can communicate with fans at any time.

★ On Another Universe, there will be stars dedicated to great people who have left great achievements in human history such as Steve Jobs, Lincoln, King 

Sejong, Beethoven, Einstein, and Michael Jackson… Anyone can visit their stars and experience their achievements in three dimensions.

Developers and experts in each field can create and build their own stars to showcase their product and make it more valuable.

★ Users can build star with the style and purpose they want. Engage in authentically enriching life activities.

★ Another Universe, which guarantees maximum user autonomy without any special restrictions, is a platform that the participants create themselves. 

There will be a lot of stories that we haven't experienced before, someone will give hope and maybe someone can become a legend of Another 

Universe.

★ Another Universe may feel like a game, but rather than a game, you can see that it has the same plan and structure as the Big Bang that allows all 

mankind to lead socio-cultural and economic lives.



Digital twin technology, Google Earth and various navigation apps that allow you to observe and experiment with the virtual world that replicates the real world, 

are representative technologies. Digital twins, which were initially used only in aerospace, have evolved and expanded beyond games to education to all areas of 

society.

Now, we are able to move around in virtual augmented reality, accumulate new information and knowledge, and boldly try to look at the present more broadly 

through the imaginable future. As computers and smartphones became popular, the ubiquitous and digital twins of the past have expanded rapidly, and the 

metaverse, which we have only seen in novels and movies, is now close enough to touch our skin thanks to advanced science and technology.

In line with this trend, the metaverse also begins to be systematized, and the technical aspects of 'augmentation' to build up our new information and 'simulation' 

to provide a virtual world like reality. In addition to that, the user side of the 'internal technology' focused on identities such as the 'avatar' profile and the external 

technology that gives control over the world has been added to build two large pillars that support the metaverse.

BACKGROUND

Our future is virtual



Start now, convergence from reality to virtual

★ Metaverse development divides into many categories. In it, 'life logging' records and shares the daily life that we use the 

most.

★ A virtual world has been created where you can walk around like an avatar in a world where the entire AE is digitally realized.

★ In short, SNS that captures, stores, and shares everyday moments is evolving into a Metaverse, and augmented reality 

games that use GPS to catch monsters on smartphones are also evolving into a more interesting metaverse.

★ As such, most real-world services are starting to enter the virtual world. As the entire world is turning into a metaverse, the 

era of service is arriving too.

★ Using advanced metaverse technology, we prepared the Another Universe metaverse platform with a completely different 

system from the existing metaverse environment. We have designed an environment where users can sell the countless stars 

that exist in the vast universe and grow their stars as they want.

★ Based on highly immersive AR and VR realization technologies, it enables socio-cultural and economic activities, life diary, 

avatar development and at the same time enjoy services more fascinating and useful through exchange and cooperation 

between users in a wonderful universe. The ever-expanding Another Universe will greatly accelerate the global popularization 

of the metaverse ecosystem. 

BACKGROUND



It's a phenomenon in which the real world and the virtual world converge using systems and devices that can implement real-world technology by modern 

technology. As a result, another world created is the Another Universe. 

Another Universe is  A REAL-LIFE METAVERSE
We pursue a realistic metaverse environment and develop systems with this goal. According to the user's environment settings in mobile apps and PCs, VR 

equipment through AR systems is used to help users explore metaverse in a more realistic way.

FITS (Flexible Omage Transport System) format function provided by NASA, as a digital file format used in astronomy, FITS (Flexible Omage Transport System) 

format function provided by NASA, a digital file format used in astronomy.

Another Universe  METAVERSE  ENVIRONMENT
You can run Another Universe on various devices such as PCs and mobile apps combine with VR, AR technologies, through real astronomical maps provided by 

NASA and each country. And you can observe the stars at any time and see information about the stars at a glance.

THE TRUE MEANING OF ANOTHER UNIVERSE 



FITS (Flexible Image Transport 

System) format

NFT Blockchain Virtual Planet Ownership 

through Marketplace (SnailHouse)

Design technology that can create 

assets (items) using NFT creators

De-intermediation NFT trading 

system through NFT market

A digital space world where you can 

interact with users of all planets 

through avatars. 

Provide a process based on shared quest 

community cooperation that is facilitated 

through autonomous decentralization
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Essential elements



Platform users can create 

various NFT contents with high 

autonomy, and they can create 

various objects such as 

buildings, probes, costumes, 

animals, people, and 

decorations using NFT creators.

The creator economy can generate 

profits through creative production 

activities such as autonomous and 

continuous creators so that users can 

produce and sell NFTs through editor 

functions.

A digital universe with all Metaverse 

features like Virtual World / Online 

Virtual Universe. (Virtual space).

Space background created by 

simulating a digitally 

implemented space environment 

with computer graphics.

Mirror World / Virtual Universe like 

real world

The place that digitally reflects the 

spatial background is connected to the 

real world and realizes the real world 

in the metaverse as if it were a mirror.

Life logging / SNS capturing moments of 

life

Record and share information and 

experiences that occur in your daily life in 

text, video, or three-dimensional space on 

your own planet.
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Essential elements



SERVICE DESCRIPTION



PLANET SALE
Explore available planets (stars) and check basic information such as distance, size, and characteristics of planets from Earth. The price of one planet is 

fixed at $1 (one dollar), and upon purchase, the NFT blockchain authority is set as the owner of the NFT planet. The $1 pre-sale fee is fully donated to the 

development of astronomy and is transparently disclosed.

PLANET OWNER
The planet (star) on the astronomical map has its original name, but in Another Universe, the names set by the users, the actual owners of the stars that 

were sold.

CREATE AN AVATAR CHARACTER
When you acquire a planet, you can explore space and purchase an avatar to run the planet. The purchased avatar is an avatar with basic options and 

functions provided by Another Universe. You can easily decorate your avatar by purchasing the design you want through a design editing editor or by 

making your own designs. You can also use your own editor's tools to sell clothes or accessories in the NFT market.  

BUILD CITY ON THE PLANETS
Various editor functions are provided so that you can build a city on your own star or design a star easily with special editing tools. Design and build your 

own unique city on the planet. Through each constructed building and facilities built for special purposes, you can engage in sociocultural and economic 

activities.  

ALIEN RACE
There are many alien races in the universe such as alien tribes that are friendly to humans, hostile and harmless to humans. You can gain many benefits by 

interacting with races or may lose some of your stars if you come into contact with hostile races. If you destroy an alien species, you can increase the value 

of the star and receive a token reward.



3D LIFE-LOGGING
You can record your daily life in text, voice, and video, meet your friends through avatars, communicate in three dimensions and share them. You can have 

meetings or parties in special places to interact with more friends. You can also display and trade or sell your own collections and objects.

NFT PRODUCTION
To grow stars, you can recreate, display, or sell various tangible and intangible values such as buildings or designs, collectibles, paintings, and videos in 

NFTs.

NFT MARKET
You can register and sell your own NFT contents in the NFT market. You can also purchase and utilize various NFTs created by users of different stars. 

MINERAL COLLECTION
You can collect various space minerals stored in your own star, or other stars. Different minerals have different properties and different values. Space 

garbage is also subject to collection.

INTERPLANETARY EXPLORATION
With the teleport function that allows you to easily move and explore numerous galaxies from your own stars, you can quickly navigate the universe at any 

time. There is a cost to using the teleport function, but it has the advantage of being able to quickly move between stars and gathering more space 

resources. 



SPACE JUNK
As you explore space, you may see floating space garbage and debris. For a beautiful space environment, you can clean up floating space junk, turn it 

into a resource, and recycle it.

ALIEN PLANET PROBE
Once the star reaches a certain level of value, it can build a probe that can explore the galaxy. After you purchase a ready probe with basic options and 

features, you can upgrade it again. Build your probe according to your desired capabilities and preferences in the Another Universe Editor Tool.

The exoplanet navigation system enables 24 hours in a row, and new planets can be searched for based on data sent from astronomical observatories 

around the world.

SHARING & COMMUNITY COOPERATION
Build or design your own city, your one and only planet, the way you want, and share your stars or invite your friends to share. 

You can unite with your friends to form a community, promote the development of the stars, and distribute and share the resulting profits fairly.

LIFE EXCHANGE & SALE
You can trade or sell your creatures to other Star Operators. Through this, desired space resources can be collected more efficiently.

HUNTING FOR LIFE ON THE PLANETS
Every star in the universe has a variety of space creatures hiding. Of course, there is life on the star that you own, and you have to find it and hunt it or 

be friends with it. 

You can build or design a city on your star in the way you want as your only planet in the world, and if you make friends with your star's creatures, you 

can gather more space resources with their help. 

With the teleport function that allows you to easily move and explore 

numerous galaxies from your own stars, you can quickly navigate the 

universe at any time. There is a cost to using the teleport function, but it 

has the advantage of being able to quickly move between stars and 

gathering more space resources. 



STAR VALUE
Depending on the visitors and registered friends of your star, you can make your own star that sparkles even more.

Shining stars also means a star with a high level, which results in additional advertising revenue. Many advertisers are paying attention to your star.

GAME PLANET
You can play useful games on the planet like upgrading your avatar through games with other users or gathering resources through fierce competition.

USE OF VR DEVICES
You can explore the mysterious universe and travel to find stars with lots of resources and life. Through VR equipment, you can travel through space and 

explore the stars more lively

ADVERTISING BRAND ENTRY
By consultation with advertisers interested in your star, planet owners can produce NFT ads and place them in buildings and amenities and generate certain 

advertising profit.

SUPPORT & SPONSORSHIP
If you support and sponsor with your own resources, the shining ability that makes your stars shine will be increased.

TERRAFORMING
Terraforming is a virtual process that intentionally modifies the atmosphere, temperature, surface topography, or ecology of a planet, moon, or other 

celestial body.

With the teleport function that allows you to easily move and explore 

numerous galaxies from your own stars, you can quickly navigate the 

universe at any time. There is a cost to using the teleport function, but it 

has the advantage of being able to quickly move between stars and 

gathering more space resources. 



Summary of the NFT flag
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03
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The galactic federal government of 

Another Universe  is called 'MWG’.

NFT flag owner PNR can become the owner of 

the PNR, as an organization under the MWG. 

PNR can be transferred at the NFT market, at that 

time the owner of the PNR immediately changes 

too.

Rules of creating MWG star' nickname

You can not duplicate a star name already used by 

another user.

You can purchase a popular star name keyword and use 

them immediately. Star name Keywords must be 

purchased from the appointed NFT Market.

You cannot create a name with illegal phrases containing 

swearing words, etc…

The NFT flag owners are called pioneers, 

PNR for short. If PNR creates a community 

in MWG, they will have a key role position 

in the galaxy economy.

PNR receives 1 keyword per NFT flag. This 

keyword can be used as a representative name of 

the PNR community on MWG platform and is 

specified in the basic information profile of PNR.



General users can see the list of planets 

in MWG platform and choose the planet 

they want to join and apply for 

membership of that planet. The PNR can 

manage, approve, and withdraw planet 

membership application of these general 

users. 

PNR can generate revenue for the following taxes.

1% of the issued transaction amount for NFT transactions (PNR 

owner will get 1% of the 2.5% market fee)

5% of the cost of attracting advertisements from the planets you 

belong to (If there is an advertisement attraction on a planet with 

many communities, 5% of the advertising fee will be paid under 

the approval of the Galactic Federal Government)

5% of planet transfer fee (Owner will get 5% of the 10% of planet 

sales market fee)

Precautions

If PNR purchases the NFT flag for the first 

time and transfers it before Phase 2, the 

keywords will also be transferred.

After purchasing stars, you can decorate your own planet with NFT 

item cards. You can invite your friends to lead construction 

activities, collection activities, content purchase, and economic 

ecosystem on your star. 

In this case, when an NFT item transaction happens, a fee is 

generated. Transaction fee is charged as MWG's tax, and through 

Budget Decision, it is PNR's activity cost and is given as a tax 

refund benefit.

Planet loan

When users affiliated with PNR want to grow 

their stars, they can ask for activity funds, and 

PNR can review and approve those loans. 
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Summary of the NFT flag



NFT FLAG OWNER

PIONEER BENEFITS



Purpose of Another Universe
Goal of the Phase 1 Version is to enable users to explore the planets through AR astronomical maps on their phones or website, own the stars they want, 

preempt names (keywords) of the stars and actively conduct transactions in the keyword market.

In addition, with the SNS function, users will enjoy emotional life logging by sharing and telling others about their planets, activate the space community. Here, 

users can get token Space1969 as a reward by sharing link codes, manage the rewarded tokens in the Star wallet menu and exchange them for points.

(The Build function that allows users to construct and design their stars are going to be provided from Phase 2)

Basic functions
★ Operating system: Android, IOS, PC web

★ Approach: Entry by augmented reality AR system

★ Quick login with Google, Apple, SNS accounts (Facebook, KakaoTalk, WeChat) after installing the web or app

★ Users can check the astronomical map immediately in the AR environment when they log in

★ The astronomical map screen can be viewed horizontally and vertically and can be viewed using a mouse or finger touch

★ Share, search, SNS feed, and main menu buttons show by default

★ The screen of the astronomical map can be enlarged or reduced

SERVICE DIRECTION



ON-SCREEN MENU

Share button

My SNS feed

Astronomical map

full screen

Star details

 search button

Main menu button

▪ View Astronomical Map:  Appears on the initial screen as a cube

▪ Search star details: View the details of stars such as their original names or given 

names by other users

▪ Purchase star: Buy and name a star

▪ Keyword market: Trade star keywords between users with fixed price or via 

auctions

▪ SNS feed:  Life logging service, post, and share your daily life

▪ My star:  View yours My account setting, Notification, Help and Customer Center

▪ My wallet: Point & SPACE1969 token’s History, Manage and Exchange

▪ Share: Share the link codes you own and get reward points

MAIN MENU SERVICE



Star of LEE JAE HYUN

Owner of a star

LEE JAE HYUN

“ This star is for you ”
Keyword status

Available for sale

FEED

CONTACT

Visibility        

Constellation           

Other name

Distance to the 

sun

5.3

Orion

HD 126218

458.7 

light-years

Keyword search

Keyword market

Gallery & Video

PURCHASE STARS
After logging into Another Universe, you will see the astronomical map fills the screen. You can look for the stars (planets) they want on the map and buy them. 

You can check your purchases in the ‘My star’ menu. 

NAME THE STAR

After buying a star, press the menu button in 

the lower right corner of the screen to check 

the stars purchased through the ‘My Star’ and 

set the star names (keywords) you want.

SEARCH FOR AN AVAILABLE NAME 
APPLY IT & COMPLETE THE SETTING

To name a star, search for applicable names with the ‘Keyword search’ function. When you complete the star name setting with a non-duplicate one, the 

ownership of the star is established, and the first-stage purchase and setting finish. In case the desired name is duplicated, and you can not set it as your star 

name, if you really want it, you can use the 'Search' function to find the star of that name(keyword) and negotiate with its owner through messenger to buy it.

FIND THE STAR

With the Search function of the astronomical 

map, you can easily find a star you know or a 

friend's star by searching its name (keyword).



INFORMATION OF  A STAR WITH AN 
OWNER
As you explore space, you may see floating space garbage and debris. For a beautiful space 

environment, The Basic information of a star with owner includes: owner of the star, NFT flags 

possessed by that owner, and optional information set up by the owner such as “Status 

phrase”, “View feed”, “Conversation” (Messenger), Star name (keyword) trading or not. If 

“Star name trading” is “Yes”, you can negotiate with the owner via Conversation function to 

buy it.

INFORMATION OF A STAR WITHOUT 
AN OWNER
The basic information of a star without an owner that is purchasable includes:  the original 

‘Name’, ‘Keyword search’ button, ‘Apply now’ button for the searched keywords, and the ‘Buy 

star’ button. When you find a name that you want for your star with 'Keyword search', click 

the 'Apply Now' button to complete the star name setting.

OWN NUMEROUS KEYWORDS
In addition, you can purchase numerous star names (keywords). To possess valuable star names in advance, you can search for purchasable keywords with the Search function and 

purchase them to own an unlimited number of good keywords.

This can be considered the same as the context of preempting a 'domain address' to be used online. Because it is possible to preempt famous and valuable keywords and sell them 

at the price you want in the keyword market, it will be a great way to finance your digital assets. Preempt the popular keywords the same way you preempt domain addresses.



KEYWORD MARKET
A space keyword market opens for trading the preoccupied star names (keywords)

BUY & TRADE THE KEYWORDS
You can search for and purchase keywords, and at the time of purchase, you will be issued a certificate of ownership of the star name (keyword). Moreover, you can also register 

and sell your star keywords in the market. Once the payment completes, the keyword is transferred, and the ownership is registered to the buyer's 'My Star' account. There are two 

ways to sell keywords in the market: auction and fixed price.

AUCTION
The owner of a keyword sets a time for keyword sale and registers it in 

the market, and the buyer make a bid for the keywords they want. The 

person who bids the highest  price at the last time can purchase the 

keyword. The higher the scarcity and value, the higher the selling price.

FIXED PRICE
The owner of a keyword set a specified the selling price, and the buyer 

conduct payment immediately to purchase that keyword. 

[Expected fierce competition for keyword preoccupation] 

In the past, competition for domain addresses in the online market was quite fierce. That is because anyone who preempted a domain address could sell it to a company or individual 

at a higher price. Winning a good domain address used to be no different from winning the lottery. A fierce preoccupation with star name keywords is expected in Another Universe.



GALLERY & VIDEOS
Share the beauty of the star

Explore countless stars in the vast universe through the astronomical map, save photos, or record videos of those beautiful stars (planets) and share with your 

friends and help them start their challenging journeys in space!



SNS WITH THE UNIVERSE BACKGROUND
Create a story about stars with SNS 
life logging service function

“ This star is for you ”

LEE JAE HYUN

The SNS design has the UI which is similar to 

“My Oasis” or “Children of the Skylight” to 

create a dreamy atmosphere

2021.09.13 

Like Comment Share

What are you thinking?

Find my neighbors

Image/Video Emoticon File

Star associate 108 32

MilkyWayGalaxy_0070

A special SNS in harmony with the background of the universe

★ When you press the Find Your Friends button in the "My Star Story" feed, you'll see a list of friends 

and a list of recommended friends near your star, and you'll be able to chat with them right away. 

In the chat window, you can add emoticons, photos, videos, files, and video chat.

★ Various emoticons and stickers inspired by the universe will be developed and installed on 

messengers.

★ You can actively communicate with Like, Follow, and Followers in your feed, share your daily life 

through text, photos, and videos, and interact with friends in your friend list. When you post an 

article to the feed, your friends will receive an automatic notification.

★ If the link code given automatically is shared and the keyword market app download path occurs, 

and the keyword is purchased in the market, a certain fee is deposited into the star wallet with 

SPACE1969 token. The SPACE1969 token can be exchanged for points.  

★ The SNS design has the UI which is similar to “My Oasis” or “Children of the SKY light” to create a 

dreamy atmosphere



Build your planet and become a universe millionaire simply.

Where you can learn about and explore more than 50,000 stars and planets in 

the universe, as well as plan and develop your own planet with friends.

The stars create distinct constellations, each of which contains interesting 

visuals and information as you explore them.

ABOUT APP

Build Your Planet



 Interact, make new friends and work together whenever you want.

While exploring the star, you will see stars that are owned by 

someone; you may engage with them by conversing with them and 

making new friends; they can converse with you as well.

ABOUT APP

Discover Whenever



Buy and sell easily by using your device with your thumb 

gesture.

If you want to own an star, you may easily buy it and then sell it. 

If you don't sure how much to ask for it, you may auction it off 

and everyone who wants it will bid on it.

ABOUT APP

Buy and Sell Easily



FULLERENE TOKEN



What is Fullerene in Another 
Universe?
Fullerene (C60) as a token of Another Universe, creates a strong link between the stars in the 

planet and can trade everything easily. Another Universe is A Decentralized Virtual Space That Is 

Digitally Reproduced From An Actual Astronomical Map, As Well As An Ecosystem Without 

Intermediaries That Allows You To Own, Purchase, And Sell The NFT Planets. The "Another 

Universe" Project's goal is to build a metaverse platform that will protect digitalized NFT assets 

while also stimulating real planets in the universe through decentralization. Traders may expect 

it to be a secure and open environment.

WHAT IS FULLERENE?
A fullerene is a carbon allotrope whose molecule is made up of carbon atoms joined by single 

and double bonds to form a closed or partially closed mesh, with fused rings of five to seven 

atoms, and is a flat mesh of regular hexagonal rings, and can be considered the family's most 

extreme member.

Fullerenes had been expected for a long time, but they were discovered in nature and space only 

after their accidental synthesis in 1985. Fullerenes significantly increased the number of known 

carbon allotropes, which had previously been limited to graphite, diamond, and amorphous 

carbon. They've sparked a lot of interest, both because of their chemistry and because of their 

technical applications, particularly in materials science, electronics, and nanotechnology.



Fullerene's alignment is similar to that of the planets in the Universe, with a close link and a strong structure. Through resource mining and numerous missions, 

you can build your own stars and avatars, travel to deep space, discover new planets, and discover unknown planets. You can govern a true socio-cultural and 

economic life through an autonomous space community as well as a fullerene. 

Users have the ability to own digital assets, planets, and construct various structures and facilities on their own stars in this hyper-virtual cosmos. You can 

promote your own stars and make them more shining by exchanging and cooperating with other star owners. You can also travel to other stars to gather 

resources and take part in activities as well as fullerene created atom relationship.Because of their likeness to the typical football ball, closed fullerenes, 

particularly C60, are also known as buckyballs. Bucky onions are closed fullerenes that are nested together. Carbon nanotubes or buckytubes are other names for 

cylindrical fullerenes. Fullerite is the bulk solid form of pure or mixed fullerenes.

Another Universe is a metaverse project in which users can create their own planets and space ecosystems. Another Universe would sell stars, which I thought 

was a fantastic idea. Just like fullerenes help atoms bond closely together like creating a planet in the universe needs a lot of stars. You can choose a star and 

create your own planet.

 IN ANOTHER UNIVERSE, HOW 
DOES FULLERENE WORK?



FULLERENE TOKEN DISTRIBUTION
Allocation Percent Tokens Full lock 

(Months)
Vesting Period 

(Months)
TGE Unlock 

Rate
Remaining Monthly 

Unlock Rate

Seed 2% 20,000,000 6 24 0.00% 4.17%

Private 3% 30,000,000 6 24 0.00% 4.17%

Team 15% 150,000,000 12 36 0.00% 2.78%

Advisory 2.5% 25,000,000 12 12 5.00% 7.92%

Marketing 10% 100,000,000 3 48 15.00% 1.78%

Treasury 15% 150,000,000 3 12 0.00% 8.33%

Play to earn 30% 300,000,000 0 60 1.00% 1.65%

Ecosystem 12% 120,000,000 3 60 5.00% 1.58%

IDO 0,5% 5,000,000 0 3 10.00% 30%

Liquidity 10% 100,000,000 0 24 10.00% 3.75%

Total 100% 1,000,000,000



ROADMAP



QUARTER 4
2021

Idea Conceptualization Concept Designs

Talent Acquisition

 

Internal Prototyping

.

Gameplay Development



Technology Verification

Website Development

Whitepaper

Smart Contracts Development, Audit 

Smart Contracts

Astronomical Map Launch

Star Production Complete

Launch The Builder For 

Decorating Your Star

Provide Various Star 

Interface Resources

QUARTER 1
2022



QUARTER 2
2022

Airdrop PC Version, Mobile App 

Release

Marketplace Launch

 

NFT Sale

.

Marketing

Improve The 

Astronomical Map

.



Exclusive Partnership With NFT Market 

Snailhouse

Listing Exchange

Provide And Enhance AR Experience Another Universe Developer DAO Inception

QUARTER 3
2022



Multiple language support
Custom NFT Avatar Platform

Astronomical Map – Metaverse Open The Space Travel VR Market Created

QUARTER 4
2022
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Board of director

Mr. Jayson Won

CCO

Ms. Christina Lee

Founder – U.S.A Branch

Mr. Daniel Kung

CTO

Mr. Robin Yoon

General Director 

Mr. Justin Kay

Director

Mr. Jimmy Young 

Director

Mr. Triple Jay

Director

Mr. Steven . J

Director



Development team

Mr. Xiao Wu

Senior Developer

Mr. Duong Trieu

Web Developer

Mr. Matthew Nguyen

Operating Manager

Mr. Thanh Loc

Software Tester

Mr. Truong Giang

IT Support

Mr. Phat Ho

Chief Technology Officer

Mr. Stephan Kim

NFT Marketing Manager

Mr. Jack Lee

Assistant Producer

Mr. Hoang Tan         

Senior Developer



Marketing, design & hr team

Mr. Eden Trang

Community Manager

Mr. Joseph Nguyen

Chief Marketing Officer

Ms. Teresa Tran

Marketing Executive

Mr. Kevin Nguyen

 Art Manager

Ms. Anna Nguyen

HR Manager

Ms. Sunmi Sim

Project Assistant

Ms. Hazel Le

Business Assistant Manager

Mr. Edward Tu

Marketing Manager
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PARTNER



OFFICIAL CHANNEL
https://www.facebook.com/mwg.anotheruniverse

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCw66LHVMb6r6wiaQBZVLcsA

https://twitter.com/MWG_AU

https://t.me/MWG_AnotherUniverse

https://www.instagram.com/MWG_AnotherUniverse/

https://discord.gg/uDJuaayzvx

https://www.linkedin.com/company/mwg-another-universe/

https://www.reddit.com/user/Another_Universe_22

https://www.tiktok.com/@mwg.anotheruniverse?lang=en

https://mwg-anotheruniverse.medium.com/

https://www.facebook.com/mwg.anotheruniverse
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCw66LHVMb6r6wiaQBZVLcsA
https://twitter.com/MWG_AU
https://t.me/MWG_AnotherUniverse
https://www.instagram.com/MWG_AnotherUniverse/
https://discord.gg/uDJuaayzvx
https://www.linkedin.com/company/mwg-another-universe/
https://www.reddit.com/user/Another_Universe_22
https://www.tiktok.com/@mwg.anotheruniverse?lang=en
https://mwg-anotheruniverse.medium.com/
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During the planning stage of the Another Universe, we are very honored to share this content.

Considered as a high-level project, Another Universe has endless possibilities.

Metacosm (NFT) Another Universe is based on the actual astronomical map.

We are thinking of the birth of a vast community in a universe that leads the perfect blockchain ecosystem and connects people and the 

virtual world.

This project is also a charity project to help our sick planet and space.

We expect to donate the prepared funds to the actual space fund, and this is the first step to creating a new world through transparent 

operation and development.

Welcome to the first step in space travel.

conclusion


